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This webinar will go over cybersecurity
threats specific to businesses in the healthcare
industry, legal developments related to data
breaches, and what businesses can do now to be
better prepared to handle cyberthreat situations
in the future.
1. Overview of Cybersecurity Threats
a. Types of data maintained by businesses in
the healthcare industry
b. Types of cyberattacks
c. Concerns for businesses
d. Representative examples
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2. Laws addressing data privacy, cybersecurity
and data breaches
a. Federal law
b. Nebraska law
3. Preventive measures to avoid cybersecurity
risks
a. Employee training
b. Data breach response planning
4. Responding to a Data Breach
a. Outside Counsel
b. Forensic Investigators
c. Public Relations
d. Cyber Insurance
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CYBERSECURITY RISKS FOR EMPLOYERS AND HOW TO
AVOID THEM
Presented by Nathan T. Burkman
November 2, 2018

Threat Assessment
 Valuable data
 Employee census data
 Protected Health Information
 Proprietary Documents

 Cost of Cybercrime has

quadrupled since 2013
 Small to Mid-Sized

businesses are increasingly
at risk
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Cybersecurity Threats

 Malware/Ransomware: 7%
 Lost Laptop or Device: 9%
 Phishing: 12%
 Employee Error: 30%
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Identifying Threats
 E-mails
 Unknown Senders
 Missing Signature Block
 Requests for Personal

Information
 Links
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Trust but Verify…
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Cybersecurity Example
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Cybersecurity Laws
 FEDERAL
 No comprehensive structure
 Most laws focus on Government

response / voluntary cooperation
programs
 Cybersecurity Act of 2015
 INTERNATIONAL
 Europe: GDPR
 Canada: PIPEDA

 STATE
 Nebraska Financial Data
Protection and Customer
Notification of Data Security
Breach Act (87-801 to 87-807)
 Unauthorized acquisition of

unencrypted data that
compromises personal
information
 Must provide notice to affected

individual and the Nebraska
Attorney General
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HIPAA Privacy Rule
 The Privacy Rule protects all “individually identifiable

health information” (“PHI”) that is held or transmitted by a
covered entity or its business associate.
 Attorneys who represent health care providers or other

covered entities and who must obtain access to PHI as part
of that representation are treated as business associates.
 PHI may not be used or disclosed, except: (1) as the

Privacy Rule permits or requires; or (2) as the individual
authorizes in writing.
 Required disclosures are: (a) to the individual and (b) to HHS

pursuant to a compliance investigation or enforcement action.

HIPAA
 HIPAA requires business associates to
 implement reasonable safeguards to prevent the
improper use or disclosure of PHI and
 implement administrative, physical, and technical
safeguards that reasonably and appropriately protect
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic
PHI
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ABA Formal Opinion 477
 Securing Communications of Protected Client Information
 “[A] lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its
practice, including the benefits and risks of technology…”
 In order to comply with their general obligations under the
Rules, lawyers must continuously analyze how they
communicate electronically about client matters, applying the
following factors to determine what efforts are reasonable:
 The sensitivity of the information;
 Likelihood of disclosure without additional safeguards;
 Cost of and difficulty in employing additional safeguards; and
 Extent to which the safeguards adversely affect the lawyer’s
ability to represent clients.

Associate of Corporate Counsel Model
Clients are Requiring Security – The Associate of
Corporate Counsel Model requires internal security and
privacy policies that include:
 Security policy; organization of information security; asset
management; human resources security; physical and
environment security, communications and operations
management, access control, etc.
 Retention; return/destruction; certification of destruction of
records.
 Encryption in transit, at rest, stored on portable devices, etc
 Data security breach reporting.
 Physical security protections.
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Associate Of Corporate Counsel Model
(continued)
 Logical access controls.
 Monitoring.
 Vulnerability controls and risk assessments – at least

annually.
 System administration and network security.
 Company has security review rights to inspect,

examine and review outside counsel records,
practices and procedures used in rendering services.
 Cyber liability insurance with minimum coverage level
of $10,000,000.
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ABA Formal Opinion 483
 Attorney ethical obligations following a data breach involving

information relating to the representation of a client
 Data breach: an event where material client confidential information is

misappropriated, destroyed, or otherwise compromised, or where ability to perform
legal services engagement is significantly impaired
 Must be taking reasonable efforts to monitor potential cyber intrusions
 Must act reasonably and promptly to stop/mitigate a detected breach
 Must investigate what occurred to evaluate data lost or accessed
 “When a data breach occurs involving, or having a substantial likelihood of involving,

material client confidential information a lawyer has a duty to notify the client of the
breach”
 Ethical obligations do NOT affect required notices under any other applicable laws
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Employee Training
 Change passwords

 Valuable Company

Information:
 Awareness / Threat

Identification

 Limit Access
 Segment Data
 Back Up Information

 Set expectations for data

handling

 Create a culture of

security awareness

 Contact protocol in event

of lost device
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Data Breach
 Create a data breach response plan
 Identify key players
 Develop reference sheets for IT / HR teams
 Protect critical data
 Mitigate potential of continuing damage

 Guidance: DOJ Cybersecurity Unit – Best

Practices for responding to cyber incidents (April
2015)
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Responding to a Data Breach
 Engage outside legal counsel
 Attorney-client privilege for investigation

 Third-Party Forensic Investigators
 Standard Data Breach
 PCI/DSS concerns

 Cyber Insurance
 Notification timelines
 Have a good understanding of what is covered under your policy

 Public Relations
 Be deliberate; don’t rush to make a statement

 Law Enforcement
 Determine whether law enforcement may be able to assist as part of investigation

efforts
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Questions?
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